
STERILEX® SPREADERS

BENEFITS

Durable

 ◦ Patented EV-N-SPRED® 3-hole drop shutoff system and heavy 
duty gearbox ensure an even spread

 ◦ Commercial-quality gearbox with enclosed gears

Accurate Dosing

 ◦ Patented SideSpread-Control maintains the correct 
application rate while eliminating the need for a side deflector

 ◦ SideSpread controls the speed pattern to the front and right 
of the spreader

 ◦ Effectively spreads powder at lower hopper capacities

Easy Application

 ◦ Fingertip rate control setting located high on the 
handle for precise adjustments

 ◦ Rate calculation matrix to assist in setting for all 
granular products

 ◦ Large spread radius – may reduce time spent 
spreading powder 

Hygienic Design

 ◦ 10 inch pneumatic wheels 
 ◦ Rustproof poly hopper
 ◦ Cushioned grip

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
(See product label for full usage instructions)

1. Pre-measure enough Sterilex Ultra Step or ProvaStride to cover 
the surface area (see application guides for estimation).

2. Slowly add Sterilex Ultra Step or ProvaStride to the spreader, 
hopper or application device.

3. Set the use rate setting on the Earthway Walk-Behind Spreader to 
10–15 to ensure proper application rate.* The Sterilex handheld 
spreader should be used at setting 2.5.* If this use rate is too 
high for the calculated weight, adjust down until the smallest 
amount of Sterilex Ultra Step or ProvaStride is regularly released.

4. Walk forward at a deliberate pace (~3mph). Pull handle (or 
engage trigger) to begin application.

5. Floor should have a light coating of Sterilex Ultra Step or 
ProvaStride, and ensure minimum label requirements of coverage.

6. When floor surface has no more undissolved Sterilex Ultra Step 
or ProvaStride, it’s time to reapply.

 ◦ 5 lb capacity
 ◦ Funnel-shaped design tailored for ideal material flow
 ◦ Reinforced, contoured lip design for easy scooping
 ◦ Calibrated specifically for Sterilex Ultra Step or 
ProvaStride use

 ◦ Ergonomic trigger handle 

STERILEX 
HANDHELD 
SPREADER

*These settings are meant as a guide only, results may vary. The product must be used at the labeled minimum use rate to achieve claim efficacy.  
See product label or application guide to calculate correct usage rates for your facility.
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RECOMMENDED PUSH SPREADERS
80 lb Capacity: Model# 2050P

RECOMMENDATION OVERVIEW
Sterilex completed in-house testing to evaluate the capabilities of multiple spreaders obtained from Northern Tool and 
Equipment. Other spreaders may work, but should be checked to ensure they can apply at the required use rate.

The Earthway® Walk-Behind Spreader performed the best during in-house evaluations and is a great way to disperse powdered 
products in large areas such as warehouses. When used to spread Sterilex Ultra Step and ProvaStrideTM, this ensures large area 
protection from foodborne pathogens like Listeria, E. Coli and Salmonella.

The Earthway Walk-Behind Spreader arrives fully assembled.


